OPEN OUR EYES LORD!
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**READ: 2 Kings 6:8-23** (16) "Don't be afraid," the prophet answered. "Those who are with us are more than those who are with them." (17) And Elisha prayed, "O LORD, open his eyes so he may see." Then the LORD opened the servant's eyes, and he looked and saw the hills full of horses and chariots of fire all around Elisha.
The Beauty Of Opened Eyes

- Eyes Opened To The Realm Of The Spiritual
- Understanding God And His Activity In Life
- Opened Eyes = Spiritual Sensitivity
- Wisdom / Knowledge / Understanding / Savvy
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The Responsibility Of Opened Eyes

• We Must Walk In The Light That Our Spiritually Opened Eyes See

• The Willingness To Warn Others Of The Enemies Intentions For Them
Kingdom Opportunities For Opened Eyes

• When God’s People’s Eyes Are Opened At The Same Time That God’s Enemies Eyes Are Shut It Creates A Great Opportunity To Exalt God And To Bring Him Glory

• It Speaks To The “Time And Again” Faithfulness And Trust Worthiness Of God
The Encrypted Privilege Of Opened Eyes

- Spiritual Encryption Is Applied To The Intimate Nature Of Our Walks With God
- There Is A Secret Place Of Communion With God
- The Enemy Cannot Invade, Overcome Or Diminish Our Place Of Holy Uninterrupted Communion With Him
The Opposition To Opened Eyes

• The Enemy Will Not Just Roll Over —- He Must Be Engaged In Battle
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God Impedes The Enemies Opposition

• (12) … “Elisha, the prophet who is in Israel, tells the king of Israel the very words you speak in your bedroom."

• The Plans That The Enemy Makes Are Not Hidden Or Secret From God.

• Opened Eyes Can See Behind Enemy Lines To Discern And Detect The Agenda Of The Enemy
The Enemy Attacks Opened Eyes

- The Enemy Wants To Appear Mighty
- He Wants To Take Control
- He Desperately Tries To Evoke Fear
- He Attempts To Battle In The Physical Realm
Closed Eyes Are Susceptible Eyes

- The Servant Of Elisha Looked At The Situation With Eyes That Were Not Yet Opened
- He Is Looking At The Battle From The Physical Not Spiritual Perspective
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The Victory Of Spiritual Eyesight

• Don’t Be Afraid
• Declare The Lords Superiority
• Pray That The Eyes of Others May Be Opened
• See With Opened Eyes What God is Doing
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The Victory Of Opened Eyes

• The Enemy Is Oblivious

• Elisha Prays A Miracle Of Victory Into Existence

• The Enemy Is Instantly Struck With Blindness

• God Can Remove Or Confuse The Sight Of The Enemy
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When Our Spiritual Eyes Are Opened, We Can See That The Lord And His Army Surrounds His People

• Open My Eyes Lord – To See What You Are Seeing

• Open My Eyes To Your Presence – Promises – And Word

• Bring Me To Your Victory In My Life